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ABSTRACT: This paper reports a CFD modeling study on the possibility of using high temperature
and low oxygen content exhaust gases as oxidant for combustion in an industrial furnace by
a written computer program. Under these conditions, the predicted results for the flow and heat
transfer properties are compared with those under the several cases of conventional and highly
preheated and diluted air combustion (HPDAC) conditions. Although the calculation procedure is
a two dimensional one with the vorticity and stream function as the main hydrodynamic variables;
its results can yet be also valid for the three dimensional case. Because of the weakness of
the standard or other traditional k-ε models in predicting the spreading rate of axisymmetric jets,
and also for the sake of economy and lack of boundary conditions, here the turbulent transport
properties are obtained from an algebraic formula. An infinitely single-step chemical reaction
(physically controlled) and a model known as “four flux” are considered as combustion and
radiation models, respectively. The qualitative and quantitative verification of high temperature and
low oxygen content air/exhaust gases combustions and conventional (low and high air temperature)
combustions results have been checked and compared , respectively, with those reported in the
literature. Finally, in this investigation three modified concepts and new formulas have been
proposed and used to define the gas temperature uniformity, the chemical flame size and
the maximum flame temperature as the HPDAC’S main unique features achievement criteria.
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INTRODUCTION
High energy saving along with the low pollutant
emissions are the world’s energy-environmental main
requirements. These requirements can be complied with
the one of the most promising combustion techniques,
i.e., the highly preheated and diluted air combustion
(HPDAC). The HPDAC applied to industrial furnaces
offers simultaneous main unique features such as: high
energy savings, more uniform and relatively moderate
gas temperature profile and thus a reduction in pollutant
emissions, a larger flame and thus a low maximum local
heat release rate as well as the possibility of low
combustion noise, and high quality of product at
increased production rate [1-3].
This technology which is based on very efficient
preheating of the air/oxidizer by means of a highly
efficient heat exchanger in the form of regenerator,
was developed more than 10 years back and has been
commercially applied in different types of furnaces as
reported by Yasuda & Ueno [2]. But nevertheless besides
experimental works, numerical modeling has also
received attention during these years for better
explanation of the basic chemical-physical phenomenon.
For obtaining adequate knowledge of the features of
HPDAC, for instance, Ishii [4] and Shimada [5]
conducted mathematical modeling applied industrial
codes FLUENT and STAR-CD respectively to simulate
the large scale industrial testing furnaces, in which the standard
k-ε model and the probability density function (PDF)
model were used to deal with the turbulencereaction flows and with emphasis on NOx formation.
Kobayashi [6] carried out a numerical simulation of
two high temperature air combustion boilers with different
burner arrangements and emphasis on the capability of
HPDAC technology for applying of fuels with high and
low calorific values. Dong [7] conducted a simulation for
the phenomena of turbulent combustion, with an
emphasis on jet flames under HPDAC conditions.
He used different models such as the finite-rate/eddydissipation model (FRED), the mixture fraction/PDF
model (MPDF), the standard k-ε model, RNG k-ε model,
Reynolds stress model (RSM), Rosseland model and
discrete transfer radiation model were used. Numerical
simulation of a LPG flame with high-temperature air was
carried out by Yang [8]. Attention was focused on both
the size and shape of the flame.
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Fig.1: Furnace grid arrangement.

The attentions of the above mentioned valuable
numerical studies have been mostly focused on the flame
and combustion characteristics under the HPDAC.
However in the present work, the investigations have
been more intense on calculation of the flow and heat
transfer properties under high temperature and low
oxygen content exhaust gases (as oxidant) combustion
using a different written computer program.
The computational fluid dynamic(CFD) modeling
study of this work focused on the HPDAC burning
system for a furnace setup presented in Fig. 1; since
analyzing the literature on the subject, showed that the
study of a single type burner and fuel jet allowed
explaining and measuring many unique features of the
HPDAC. For example experimental studies were
performed by Blasiak et al. [9-11] and other researchers.
It is possible to list the main objective of the present
work as follow:
- The application of a computer program written by
authors including the specific turbulence, combustion and
radiation models as well as the three proposed modified
concepts and new formulae, for numerical comparative
studying of the flow pattern, and also the main unique
features, specifically the comparative studying of heat
transfer characteristics of furnaces with the high
temperature and low oxygen content exhaust gases,
HPDAC and conventional combustions.
In this investigation several conditions for the
combustion of natural gas fuel are considered:
- Using the low oxygen content exhaust gases (10% O2)
at 1273 K
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- Using the diluted air (90% N2 and 10% O2) at 1273 K,
- Using the undiluted air (21% O2) and its ambient
temperature/1273 K as oxidants.
In summary, the energy saving, the gas temperature
profiles and uniformity and thus the pollutant emissions,
the flame size and thus the local heat release rate,
the temperature profiles of tubes wall and process fluids
and thus the thermal performance of the regenerator and
furnace have been investigated through: 1) the net effects
of the fuel/oxidant injection momentum flux ratio which
is less than one, by maintaining the temperature and
oxygen concentration of oxidant; 2) the net effects of the
temperature and oxygen concentration[12] for the above
mentioned oxidants by maintaining the momentum flux
ratio and fuel to oxidant velocity ratio with values which
are less than one via varying the fuel and oxidant inlets sizes.
As it will be seen later, by adjusting the operating fuel and
thus the oxidant flow rates along with varying the size of
their inlets, it is possible to optimize the performance of
an existing furnace which is a candidate for revamping
from a conventional combustion to an high temperature
and low oxygen content exhaust gases / HPDAC
combustion process.
Besides the above mentioned items, it is possible
to say that, using this software the effects of change of
burner to tubes distance, the furnace dimension and other
such parameters can be easily studied.
MATHEMATICAL MODELING
Mathematical Main Models
The geometry of the furnace arrangements, shown in
Fig.1, is encountered in flows with substantial regions of
recirculation. The equation used to represent conservation
of the flow properties were, therefore, elliptic in form and
were expressed in cylindrical coordinates. The general
form of the equation is [13]:
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With the corresponding values of ϕ, aϕ, bϕ, cϕ and dϕ
indicated in Table 1.
In addition, the equation presented in Table 1,
are derived from the formulation of the conservation of mass,
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momentum, chemical species and energy. The equations
for the physical processes such as turbulent transport and
radiation are also added to the systems of equations.
The need to introduce additional physical model
consequently arises because many of the processes that
occur in the furnace are far too complex to be handled at
fundamental level of calculation.
Conservation equations
It is assumed that 1) no external body forces act on
the system 2) species diffusion follows Flick's law
3) the Lewis number for each chemical species is unity
4) the kinetic heating terms in the energy equation are
negligible and 5) the gas follows the ideal gas equation of
state. With these assumptions, the equations for
conservation of mass, momentum, chemical species, and
energy may be written as illustrated in Table 1.
The instantaneous equations are transformed to yield
equations for the time-averaged variables using
a procedure known as Reynolds decomposition [14].
It should be noted that by application of the vorticity and
stream function as the main hydrodynamic variables
instead of velocity components, the pressure term
is removed from the equations.
Mathematical Sub Models
Turbulence models
In the momentum, chemical species and energy
conservation equations; turbulent transport of
momentum, mass and energy may be modeled using the
Boussinesq approximation to relate the turbulent fluxes to
the mean flow property gradients via turbulent fluxes,
based on Newton, Fick and Fourier laws. Since
the transport of species, enthalpy, and momentum occur
by similar turbulent exchange processes, the turbulent
exchange coefficients for species and enthalpy can be
assumed proportional to the turbulent viscosity.
In summary the main objective of the present model is to
evaluate the transport property by calculating the
transport viscosity and this will be achieved by using of a
“two equations” or “k-ε” model [15]. Here, for the sake
of economy and the lack of sufficient boundary
conditions and also the weakness of this model for
prediction of the spreading rate for axisymmetric jets [16],
another formula is used [17] as:

(

µeff = k ′ ⋅ D 2 3 ⋅ W −1 3 ⋅ ρ2 3 ⋅ mDF ⋅ VF2 + mD0 ⋅ V02

)

13

(2)
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Table 1: Conservation equations correspond to Eq. (1).
ϕ
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0
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Further details of the mathematical models may be found
in the literature [13-15].
Turbulent combustion models
The equations for the species concentration and the
species concentration fluctuation represent the
combustion processes and will be referred to the
combustion model. There are three main combustion
models [18]. But for the sake of accuracy and the form of
turbulence equation (by Eq. (2)), only one of them
is considered here. In this model, the fuel inlet
is surrounded by the oxidant inlet as an annular orifice,
the reaction is one step with fuel and oxidant unable
to coexist at the same location, and with the assumption of
infinitely fast chemistry (physically controlled),
according to the following reaction equation:

(3)
1 kg fuel + i kg oxidant → (1+i) kg products
By manipulating of the obtained species conservation
equations for fuel and oxidant in the general form of
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Eq. (1) and according to Eq. (3), firstly the equation of ϕfo
and finally the equation of mixture fraction ƒ are derived.
By evaluating ƒ as the only species equation to be solved,
the instantaneous species mass fraction is completely
determined by [19]:
f =

ϕfo − ϕfo,o
ϕfo,F − ϕfo,o

(4)

Where:
m ox
; ƒ=0(for inlet oxidant) and ƒ=1 (for
i
inlet fuel); mfu + mox + mpr=1
ϕfo = m fu −

Radiation models
Thermal radiation enters as a source term in the
enthalpy equation. For the evaluation of this term,
radiation models are introduced. Thermal radiation
is normally governed by an increasingly complex
procedure, involving a coupling of the integral equations
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of the zone method to the differential equation of the
flow, chemical reaction, and heat transfer. A simpler
method is to replace the integro-differential equation by
a system of differential equations using a flux
approximation method [20].
The advantages which this transformation brings are
twofold. First, the differential equations can be solved by
standard finite difference techniques; and second, the
finite difference equation are of the space “sparse matrix”
kind, where in a zone temperature, it is linked only to its
immediate neighbors. Corresponding to one, two and
three dimensional coordinate system, there are two, four
and six flux models respectively. In the present research,
a four flux model is used; therefore, equations of model
are written for the rate of change of positive radiation
fluxes I and J in the positive and negative coordinate
directions.
In the absence of scattering, they are, for the axial
direction [20]:
d ( Iz )
dZ

= −a ⋅ I z + a ⋅ E

(5)

= −a ⋅ J z + a ⋅ E

(6)

d ( Jz )
dZ

And for the radial direction:
d ( rI r )
dr
d ( rJ r )
dr

⎡
⎛J
= r ⎢ −a ⋅ I r + ⎜ r
⎝ r
⎣

⎤
⎞
⎟ + a ⋅ E⎥
⎠
⎦

⎡
⎤
⎛J ⎞
= r ⎢a ⋅ J r + ⎜ r ⎟ − a ⋅ E ⎥
⎝ r ⎠
⎣
⎦

(7)

(8)

The working equations may be resulted with the
combination of each pair of first order flux equations to
yield a single second order equation:
d ⎡ d ( Fz ) ⎤
⎢Γ z
⎥ + a ( E − Fz ) = 0
dZ ⎣
dZ ⎦
d ( Fr ) ⎤
1d ⎡
⎢Γr ⋅ r
⎥ + a ( E − Fr ) = 0
r dr ⎣
dr ⎦

(9)

(10)

Finally, the source term in the enthalpy equation is,
as follow:
SR = 2a(Fz+Fr-2E)
Where [18]:
a = 0.2mfu+0.1mpr

(11)
(12)
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Further detail of this model can be found in Ref. [20].
These are the working equations, which cast into finite
difference form; and the calculation of the radiation
fluxes are embedded in the iteration cycle employed for
the other variables.
Boundary conditions
The elliptic form of the conservation equations
represented by Eq. (1) necessitates the specification of
boundary conditions for each surface of the solution
domain. This domain is a symmetrical half section
of the furnace and a symmetry condition is, therefore,
imposed on the axis. The solid furnace and tube walls,
inlet and outlet boundary conditions can be found in the
Refs. [13, 18, 20].
NUMERICAL MODELING
The differential equations based on Eq. (1) were
expressed in the finite difference form by integrating over
finite areas, together with assumptions about the
distributions of the variables between the nodes of the
grid [13]. Doing this, it enables us to ensure that
conservation laws are obeyed over arbitrarily large or
small points of the field. Also this procedure lends itself
better to physical interpretation, and hence is easier
to understand. By recasting of the finite difference
equations, the successive substitution formula is derived.
It should be noted that, the software can apply
the differential equations in any generally applicable
form, expressible in terms of any curvilinear-orthogonal
coordinate system. Usually, either because the equations
are very numerous, or because of non-linear ties, iterative
methods must be employed to solve the algebraic
equations. We have chosen the method known as “point
successive over relaxation” [13, 21]; and it is known
in certain circumstances to be more rapid than the
Gauss-Seidel method.
Combustion of a natural gas fuel in an existing
(conventional) vertical furnace with a single-type burner
as discussed in Ref. [22], i.e., as illustrated in Fig.1 and
Table 2, was studied numerically under the high
temperature and low oxygen content exhaust gases as
well as HPDAC and conventional combustion conditions
for several cases. Since no experimental data are
available in the literature; the success of the calculation
procedure is checked by the qualitative and quantitative
verification of the high temperature and low oxygen
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Table 2: Information of the existing industrial furnace.
Geometrical data
Length (m)

9.272

Diameter (m)

3.048

Tubes number

48

Tubes Outside diameter (m)

0.1143

Tubes Inside diameter (m)

0.093

Tubes spacing (m)

0.2032

Burner type

Center, single
Process data

Fuel type

Natural gas

Oxidant type

Air, 21% O2

Process fluid inlet temperature (k)

783.15

Process fluid flow rate (kg s-1)

45.1811

Air inlet temperature (k)

300

Excess air (%)

10

Fuel flow rate (kg s-1)

0.1745

Fuel wetness (%)

0.0

Fuel net heating value (kj kg-1)

51234

Fired heat (mega watt)

8.939

content exhaust gases/HPDAC and conventional (low and
high air temperature) combustion results through the
comparison of them with the results reported
in the literature and the zone model results [14],
respectively. The variables chosen for numerical studies
are represented by Table 3, and the present calculations
were performed for a symmetrical half section furnace as
the computational domain with a grid composed of 21
in 21 and 71 in 71 nodes and with allowing the solution of
six equations (corresponding to ω/r, ψ, ƒ, h, Fz and Fr).
The spacing between the nodes was adjusted
to concentrate the nodes in the regions with steep variations.
It should be noted that, for simulation of the low
oxygen content exhaust gases/HPDAC combustion,
a steady state process is assumed in which the
exhaust/firing cycles will not be reversed and therefore
half a burner cycle was calculated.
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A full description of the method is beyond the scope
of this paper, so for the details of the numerical solution
the reader is referred to Refs. [13, 18, 20].
Several case problems have been solved and the
following measures have been taken to avert the
divergence of the solution:
- Near the wall; the ratio of the intervals between the
nodes should be kept constant as possible; in fact there is
reason to believe that this ratio should not exceed 1.5.
- The wall vorticity should be removed from
the substitution formula for the near-wall nodes. In fact
the wall vorticity does not appear explicitly; therefore
this variable need only be calculated at the end of the iteration
process.
- By using the “under-relaxation parameter”, which
stands for a number between 0 and 1, for a variable which
varies most widely from one iteration to the next.
- By reducing the variations in the source term of the
substitution formula, when this term is a function of
dependent variables.
The accuracy which can be obtained with any finitedifference method of solution is closely tied up with the
truncation error. By reduction the (tetrahedral) mesh size,
this kind of error can be reduced. As can be seen from
Table 3, the average relative difference between the
overall results of case 4 (with 441 grid nodes) and case 5
(with 5041 grid nodes), which are exactly the same,
is about 2%; and between the overall results of case 1
(with 441 grid nodes) and the zone model case (with 80
surface and volume zones) [22], also between the real[22]
and the predicted bridge wall temperature value of these
two latter cases are about 10%, 0.7% and 4.1%,
respectively. These comparisons of results indicate the
low truncation and round-off errors of the present model
and that its accuracy is higher than the zone model.
We know that the number of grid nodes, the initial
conditions for variables and the nature of the boundary
conditions are the factors which influence the economy of
the calculation procedure. So in this work by applying the
over-relaxation parameter and the variable grid spacing;
also avoiding the specification of the normal gradient
at boundaries when possible, the computation time has been
decreased. For example, the average CPU-time needed
for computation the cases presented in Table 3, are in the
range of 3 second (for the cases with 441 grid nodes
number) to 5.75 minutes (for the cases with 5041 grid
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nodes number) on a “Pentium 4 with 3.00 GHZ CPU and
512 MB of RAM “machine.
Furthermore for analyzing the results of numerical
simulation, the parameters of chemical flame size, gas
temperature uniformity ratio and flame peak temperature
were defined and used as the HPDAC’S main unique
features achievement criteria, as follow:

temperature field than traditional combustion. Gas
temperature uniformity ratio (GTUR) is used to describe
the gas temperature field uniformity inside the furnace as
defined below:

The HPDAC’S Main Unique Features Achievement
Criteria
Chemical Flame Size
Determination of flame size is useful to optimize the
size of the combustion chamber or to determine the
optimal number of flames per combustion chamber.
Traditionally the flame boundary is defined as the surface
at which combustion is complete. However, because
combustion is normally very fast, the boundary represents
the area at which the fuel and the oxygen ratio is
stoichiometric. The HPDAC flame is less luminous or
even flameless, thus its size is not so clearly defined and
is difficult to measure and in a sense it can be said that
the HPDAC combustion is more like“volume combustion”.
Therefore, the flame length is not enough to characterize
the flame size. So in this work the “stoichiometric
mixture fraction” parameter (ƒst) has been used for
describing the flame border [11, 19]. It should be noted;
it is supposed that thermodynamic equilibrium prevails
throughout the defined combustion model of this work.
This means that finite values of both fuel and oxygen
concentration can not prevail at the same point. So, for
ϕfo values of Eq. (4) in excess of zero, ϕfo equals mfu; and
for ϕfo values below zero, it equals –mox/i.
The condition ϕfo = 0 (= mfu = mox) is the special one
known as “stoichiometric”; the front of the chemical
reaction, i.e., the flame envelope, is the locus of all points
for which ϕfo equal zero. By applying the above condition
in Eq. (4), we obtain:

When GTUR=0, there is no gas temperature gradient
inside the furnace.
As can be seen from Table 3, the advantage of the
above equation is that, GTUR value is independent of the
grid nodes number (for instance, with comparison of its
same value for cases 4 and 5). In other word, by
eliminating the parameter “n” from the Eq. (14), we have
an equation [10] that, if it is used for the above mentioned
cases (which, except of their grid nodes number, they are
exactly the same), the different GTUR values can be
obtained.

f st =

1
1+ i

(13)

Thus, the flame volume can be approximately defined
when fst ≤ f ≤ 1.
Gas Temperature Uniformity Ratio
Numerous works in the literature state that the
HPDAC combustion gives much more uniform

x =n

GTUR =

⎛ Tx − T ⎞
⎜
⎟
T ⎠
x =1 ⎝
n

∑

2

(14)

Flame Peak Temperature
The higher flame temperature occurs, whereas the
flame envelopes. At the flame peak temperature,
it is assumed that the radiation fluxes can be neglected
respect to convection fluxes. So, the source term of
energy equation SR vanishes and it is then easy to deduce
from the similarity of the mixture fraction and energy
equations and their boundary conditions that f and h must
be linearly related as follow:
f =

ϕ − ϕfo,o
h − ho
=
h F − h o ϕfo,F − ϕfo,o

(15)

Thus from Eqs. (13) and (15), we obtain:
Tf ,max =

( CPO

( CPF

)

(

) (

1+ i

)

)

CPpr ⋅ TF + h F CPpr − CPO CPpr ⋅ TO

CPpr ⋅ TO

+

(16)

The simulation results, which have not been presented
here, show that the average relative difference between
the flame peak temperature calculated from the energy
equation and the Eq. (16) is about 4%. This implies that,
the above assumption can be correct. As can be found
from the Eq. (16), for any oxidizer and fuel temperature,
the flame peak temperature decreases with the reduction
of oxygen concentration, i.e., the increasing of i, for oxidizer.
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Table 3: The simulation results of the several cases study.
Present model

Zone
model
Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

Case 5a

Case 6

Case 7

Case 8

Case 9

Fuel Type, %vol

Natural
gas

Natural
gas

Natural
gas

Natural
gas

Natural
gas

Natural
gas

Natural
gas

Natural
gas

Natural
gas

Natural
gas

Air/Fuel Stoichiometric Ratio,
(kg/kg)

16.5

16.5

16.5

35.5

35.5

35.5

35.5

35.5

35.5

35.5

Air Temp After Regenerator,
(K)

300

300

1273.15

1273.15

1273.15

1273.15

1273.15

1273.15

1273.15

1273.15

Air Temp Before Regenerator,
(K)

300

300

300

300

300

300

300

300

300

300

Fuel Temp, (K)

300

300

300

300

300

300

300

300

300

300

Oxygen Concentration of Air,
(% vol)

Air , 21%

Air ,
21%

Air ,
21%

Air ,
10%

Air ,
10%

Air ,
10%

Exhaust
gas, 10%

Air ,
10%

Exhaust
gas, 10%

Exhaust
gas, 10%

Excess air, (%vol)

Air , 10%

Air ,
10%

Air ,
10%

Air ,
10%

Air ,
10%

Air ,
10%

Exhaust
gas, 10%

Air ,
10%

Exhaust
gas, 10%

Exhaust
gas, 10%

Fuel Flow Rate, ( kg s-1)

0.1745

0.1745

0.1745

0.1745

0.1222

0.1222

0.1222

0.1222

0.1222

0.1745

Fuel Velocity, (m s-1)

-

1.91

1.91

1.91

1.34

1.34

1.34

1.34

1.34

1.91

Air Velocity, (m s-1)

-

10.91

22.51

22.75

15.93

15.93

15.93

7.58

7.58

22.75

Outlet Flue Gas Velocity,
(m s-1)

-

5.58

4.69

9.27

6.29

6.04

6.02

6.65

6.3

8.69

Residence Time of Furnace
Flow, (s)

-

4.763

5.667

2.868

4.226

4.398

4.42

4.0

4.221

3.06

Momentum Flux Ratio

-

0.13745

0.13726

0.13725

0.13725

0.13725

0.13725

0.28849

0.28849

0.13725

Fired Heat, (mega watt)

8.939

8.939

8.939

8.939

6.258

6.258

6.258

6.258

6.258

8.939

Process Fluid Inlet Temp, (K)

783.15

783.15

783.15

783.15

783.15

783.15

783.15

783.15

783.15

783.15

Process Fluid Outlet Temp,
(K)

801.6

798.37

813.97

802.14

800.55

799.53

796.96

804.63

803.18

797.22

Furnace Efficiency, (%)

39.01

38.653

78.254

48.236

63.114

59.425

50.094

77.894

73.419

37.01

Required Regenerator
Efficiency, (%)

0.0

0.0

92.99

104.2

109

109

108.6

100.8

101

107.1

FLUE GAS TEMP BEFORE
REGENERATOR , (K)

1485.93b

1437.48

1198.86

1125.3

1088.9

1089.7

1036.5

1153.3

1091.84

1046.8

Flue Gas Temp After
Regenerator, (K)

1485.93

1437.48

362.8

265.2

228.8

229.6

236.3

293.3

291.6

246.6

Max & Mean Gas Temp of
Combustion Chamber, (K)

1817
1338

2347
1410

3201
1552

2132
1352

2128
1323

2164
1323

1933
1256

2082
1310

1882
1257

1935
1263

Gas Temp Uniformity Ratio,
(%)

-

31.36

32.92

24.366

24.192

24.242

22.474

20.852

19.69

22.564

a) Result according to increasing of 12 times grid nodes number, respect to case 4.
b) Actual (operating) value of bridge wall temperature=1427.59 K.
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Fig. 2: Axial and radial gas velocity profiles under the different conventional combustion conditions.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The simulation was carried out under several cases of
the low oxygen content exhaust gases as well as HPDAC
and conventional combustions, as illustrated in Table 3,
in order to study the flow and heat transfer properties
under the above mentioned conditions for investigating
the possibility of using high temperature and low oxygen
content exhaust gases as oxidant instead of HPDAC for
combustion in an industrial furnace. The momentum flux
ratio [12] and velocity ratio [23] between the fuel gas jet
and the air/oxidant flows are part of the conditions that
were maintained constant for some of the cases studied.
This provides a similarity in the mixing of fuel and air/oxidant
streams. Using this procedure, it is possible to identify
the net effects of combustion air preheat temperature and
oxygen concentration. In other word, the simulated
results can be related to the combustion process itself.
Velocity distribution
For the flow properties, i.e., velocity components,

distributions illustrated in Figs. 2 & 3, no experimental
data are available for the comparison. However, it should
be noted that, the trends of these results are in good
agreements with those reported in the literatures such as
Refs. [12, 18, 24]. As can be seen from the above
mentioned figures, the distributions of the mean axial and
radial velocities are very complicated. The corresponding
fluctuations of the velocity are comparatively large close
to the burner, i.e., the reaction zone, and tend to
a uniform and lower value at down stream locations.
As can be seen from Figs. 2, 3 & 9, the maximum
velocity corresponds to the flame peak temperature [12].
Recirculation zones which correspond to the negative
values of velocities are related to the high temperature
and correspondingly low values of density used in the
solution of the momentum equation for the hotter regions
of the flow. In the near wall regions, due to the lower
values of the temperature and the correspondingly high
value of density, and therefore more effects of the gravity
force, the flow circulate downward.
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Fig.3: Axial and radial gas velocity profiles under the different HPDAC combustion conditions.

When the combustion- air preheat temperature or its
oxygen concentration are decreased, the reaction rate
is slower, thus the jet expansion occurs over a larger
volume, in both axial and radial directions and finally the
lower velocities are obtained under the condition of the
same momentum flux ratio and the same velocity ratio
between the fuel gas jet and air flow. As can be seen from
Table 3 and Fig.3, due to the higher heat capacity value
for the cases with exhausted gas as oxidizer,
it is interesting that their maximum flame temperature
are slightly lower than those for the cases with diluted air
as oxidant, i.e., their velocity are slightly lower than those
for diluted air. This result is in a good agreement with the
reported results in literature [10, 12, 23, 25, 26].

and is distributed according to the furnace inside flow
pattern. Oxygen concentration decreases close to the
flame and falls to the minimum value at the center line of
combustion chamber. Also it can be assumed that the
flame borders are located in the place where the oxygen
level begins to fall from its initial value. In this case,
it can be noticed that for lower oxygen content the flame is
wider and its volume bigger. The steeper curve slope for
fuel/air mass fraction means more intense reaction [10].
Moreover, the higher width and length of the combustion
zone or in other words the reaction volume vary as
HPDAC-exhaust gas>HPDAC-diluted air>conventional
combustion. This result is in a good agreement with
the reported results [8, 10, 11, 12, 14, 25, 26].

Fuel and air mass fraction distribution
As can be seen from Figs. 4 and 5, most of the
combustion takes place in the central zone of the furnace

Temperature distribution
As can be seen from Table 3 and Figs. 6 & 7 for
conventional combustion (low temperature air combustion),
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Fig.4: Fuel and air mass fractions distributions under the
different conventional combustion conditions.

Fig.5: Fuel and air mass fractions distributions under the
different HPDAC combustion conditions.

the tube wall, process fluid and gas temperature distributions
results of the zone model [22] and the present model are
in good agreements. The corresponding fluctuation in
temperature is comparatively large close to the burner,
i.e., the reaction zone, and tends to have uniform and
lower values at the down stream locations.
The location of maximum temperature fluctuation
corresponds approximately to the end part of the
luminous flame zones; and the maximum discrepancies
between the present model and the zone model are at the
reaction zones according to the combustion model
considered. From Fig.8, it can be seen that the higher tube
wall temperature uniformity vary as HPDAC-exhaust
gas>HPDAC-diluted
air>conventional
combustion.
As illustrated in Table 3 and Figs. 9, 10 & 11, for any
preheated oxidizer temperature, by the reduction of its
oxygen concentration, the flame peak temperature

calculated from Eq. (16) and thus, the gas temperature
non-uniformity decreases. When the oxidizer temperature
is increased, the zone of high temperatures tends to
shrink; thus, a more intensive reaction takes place.
In addition and as it was explained before, the thermodynamic
limitations to the maximum temperature of the HPDAC
combustion, the larger reaction volume and thus the low
maximum local heat release rate, result in this uniform
and relatively moderate temperature profile and hence the
suppression of thermal-NO formation in the HPDAC
combustion respect to conventional combustion [10, 12, 25].
As can be seen from Fig. 11 and Table 3 for cases
3 and 9, due to the higher heat capacity value for the cases
with exhausted gas as oxidizer, it is interesting that their
maximum flame temperatures and thus their gas
temperature uniformity ratios (which inversely related to
gas temperature uniformity), are slightly lower than those
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Fig. 8: Tube wall and process fluid temperature distributions
under the different conditions of conventional and HPDAC
combustions for the present model.
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Fig.7: Axial and radial gas temperature distributions under
the different conventional combustion condition for the zone
and present models.
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Fig. 6: Tube wall and process fluid temperature distributions
under the conventional combustion condition for the zone and
present models.
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Fig. 9: Axial and radial gas temperature distributions under
the different conditions of conventional and HPDAC
combustions for the present model.
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Fig.10: Gas temperature distributions under the different conventional combustion conditions for the present model.

Fig.11: Gas temperature distributions under the different HPDAC combustion conditions for the present model.

for diluted air [26]. Also Table 3(for cases 4, 6, 7 and 8)
shows that a lower ratio of fuel to oxidant injection
momentum leads to a larger flame peak temperature and
thus a larger NO production [12]. This phenomenon is
slightly stronger for exhausted gas than diluted air as
oxidizer. In addition the trend of the results presented

here, are in a good agreement with the results reported in
Refs [8, 10, 12, 22, 25, 26].
Heat flux distribution
As can be seen from Fig.12 for conventional combustion,
the tube wall total heat flux profiles results of the present
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Fig.12: Tube wall total heat flux distributions under the different conditions of conventional and HPDAC combustions
for the zone and present models.

Fig.13: Axial and radial gas radiation net heat flux distributions under the different conventional combustion conditions.

work and those of the zone model [22], and those from
Fig.13, the trend of the radiation net heat flux profiles for
gas field in radial and axial directions, are in good
agreement with the results reported in Refs [6, 14, 20].
It is interesting to note that for the conventional
98

combustion, 96% of the total heat flux on the tubes
is related to the radiation and only 4% are from convection
heat transfer. This is also validated when compared with
the results reported in Ref. [22]. In spite of the moderateuniform temperature profile of the gas field (Fig. 9),
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Fig.14: Axial and radial gas radiation net heat flux distributions under the different conditions of conventional and
HPDAC combustion conditions.

as can be seen from Figs. 12, 13 & 14, the flame under
the HPDAC combustion condition with the diluted
air/exhaust gas as oxidant, has a more uniform heat flux
and emits more thermal radiation to its surrounding, i.e.,
the gas field and the tube skin, than the conventional
flame (low temperature). This phenomenon can be
translated into uniform heating of the material to be heated

and reduced energy requirements, consequently suppressing
CO2 and thermal-NO formations. It should be noted that,
the negative values of radiation net heat flux are related
to the radiation heat transfer in the negative coordinate
directions. The trends of these latter results are also
validated when compared with the results reported
in Refs. [12 , 27].
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because the velocity ratio for case 2 is higher than that of
case 1, and consequently resulting in a shorter chemical
flame length [23]. Also when the oxygen concentration
is reduced and a high preheat temperature is maintained
(Figs. 5 & 16), the reaction is less intense, and thus we
have an increased reaction, i.e., the chemical flame,
volume. As it was explained before, when the low oxygen
content exhaust gases are used as oxidizer instead of the
diluted air, due to the higher exhaust gas heat capacity
value, the lower flame peak temperature is resulted.
This means the slower reaction rate, consequently
increasing in chemical flame volume [11, 26].
The trend of these results as illustrated in Figs. 15 & 16
for a physically controlled combustion model, specially,
having a long flame for conventional combustion [22]
as well as a maximum flame diameter occurring at the end
of the flame (because of the only half a burner cycle
calculation) for a kinetically controlled combustion
model [8], are also validated when compared with the
results reported in Refs. [8 , 28], i.e., as illustrated
in Fig.17.

Fig.15: Chemical flame shapes
conventional combustion conditions.

under

the

different

Chemical flame volume
Using of Eq. (13) and the assumption that the flame
volume is confined to the region where fst ≤ f ≤ 1;
Figs. 15 & 16 show the predicted chemical flame shape
and volume. The flame zone is almost limited to the
volume of the hypothetical cylinder created by the air
jets, because of their strong injection momentum, and
consequently resulting in a rather long flame.
The predicted results are found to agree well with respect
to the shape of flame zone in Refs. [8, 12, 27].
As can be clearly seen from Figs. 4 & 15, and Table 3,
under conditions of the same momentum flux ratio and
the same velocity ratio between the fuel gas jet and air
flow, when an oxidizer of 21% oxygen is maintained and
the preheat temperature is increased, the fuel to air
density ratio increases and mixing becomes slower [23],
thus we have a bigger chemical flame volume. Of course,
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Furnace/regenerator thermal performance
As can be seen from Table 3, for the cases with
exhausted gas as oxidizer (cases 6, 8 and 9), the furnace
efficiency is lower by about 5-10% and the required
regenerator efficiency is higher by about 0.5-2%
compared to the HPDAC(cases 3, 4 and 7). Nevertheless,
for cases 6, 8 and 9, the gas temperature uniformity
is relatively higher and the mean and the maximum gas
temperatures, i.e., thermal-No formations, are lower than
those of cases 3, 4 and 7. In spite of the high furnace
efficiency during high temperature conventional combustion
(case 2) with respect to the ambient temperature
conventional one (case 1), case 2 is undesirable, because
of its non-uniformity and also the higher flame peak
temperature by about 36%, which increases the thermal-NO
formation.
Furthermore, to provide the world’s energyenvironmental requirements, if energy aspect is more
important than the environmental one, the HPDAC
combustion (case 3) is firstly selected instead of high
temperature and low content oxygen exhaust gases
(case 9) and conventional combustions(case 1). This results
in higher energy saving, i.e., lowers CO2 formation by
about 10%. Moreover, if environmental aspect is more
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serious, the preferred cases are the high temperature and
low content oxygen exhaust gases condition. This result
in lower flame peak temperature, i.e., lowers thermal-NO
formation by about 9-19%.
Finally for the best
achievement of the world’s energy requirement,
an appropriate fuel flow rate (for example, the changing of
case 3 to case 7) is selected, then there would be a system
by about 30% lower fuel or energy consumption and
a higher furnace efficiency by about 40%, i.e.
the suppression of the CO2 formation compared to the high
temperature and low content oxygen exhaust gases
combustion and conventional combustion(at ambient
temperature) and a regenerator by around 3.4% lower
required efficiency with respect to case 3. Also for the
best achievement of the world’s environmental
requirement, an appropriate fuel flow rate (for example,
the changing of case 9 to case 8) is selected, then there
would be a system by about 30% lower fuel or energy
consumption and a lower flame peak temperature by
about 12-23%, i.e. the suppression of the thermal-NO
formation with respect to high temperature and low
content oxygen exhaust gases and ambient temperature
conventional combustions and a regenerator by around
6.1% lower required efficiency with respect to case 9.
Low oxygen content exhaust gases or diluted air?

In summary and as it was explained before, if the low
oxygen content exhaust gas is used as oxidizer instead of
the diluted air (with the same temperature, oxygen
concentration and flow rate), the exhaust gas-HPDAC’s
main unique features were better achieved than those of
diluted air-HPDAC. In other word, the chemical flame
volume increases and the gas temperature non-uniformity,
the mean and maximum gas temperature and thus the
thermal-NO formation will decrease. The trends of the
results here are also validated when compared to the
results reported in literature [11, 26].

Fig.16: Chemical flame shapes under the different HPDAC
combustion conditions.

CONCLUSIONS
● The quantitative verifications of the numerical
simulation results of the present model for the industrial
furnace described in Ref. [22] are only achieved under
the conventional(low air temperature) combustion
condition as follow: the relative differences between the
predicted results of the present model and those of the
zone model[22] equals ±0.4% for the process fluid outlet
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Fig. 17: Measured (HPDAC) [8] and direct photographs
(conventional/HPDAC)[28] LPG flame shapes.

temperature; and ±0.9% for the furnace efficiency; and
±5% for the gas field mean temperature and finally
between the actual (operating) bridge wall temperature
and those predicted/calculated by the zone[22] and the
present models equals ±4% and ±0.7%, respectively.
Furthermore and according to Figs.6, 7 and 12, the other
predicted results of the present model for tubes
wall/process fluid temperature profiles, the gas field
temperature profiles and the tubes wall heat flux profiles
are also in very good quantitative agreements with those
of the zone model. The qualitative verification of the
obtained numerical simulation results of the present
model are also checked firstly by comparison of them
with the results reported in the literature under the
relatively unusual HPDAC-diluted air and finally under
the unusual HPDAC-low oxygen content exhaust gas.
Under these conditions, there were encouraging
agreements on the results’ trends for the distributions of
radial and axial gas velocities, and for the distributions of
gas, process fluid and tubes wall temperatures.
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These harmonies, also existed for the distribution of fuel
mass fraction, radial and axial net radiation heat fluxes,
flame peak temperature as well as the gas temperature
uniformity and finally for the chemical flame shape along
with the furnace and regenerator efficiencies
● By application the exhaust gas as oxidizer instead
of the diluted air, the chemical flame volume increases,
and the gas temperature non-uniformity, the mean and the
maximum gas temperature as well as the thermal-NO
formation would decrease. In other word, the exhaust
gas-HPDAC’s main unique features were better achieved
than those of diluted air-HPDAC.
● It may be concluded that, the present written
computer program including the turbulence, combustion
and radiation models as well as the concepts of the
modified and proposed formula for defining the gas
temperature uniformity, the chemical flame volume and
the flame peak temperature be might able to represent and
simulate the process of HPDAC with the low oxygen
content exhaust gas as oxidant instead of the diluted air,
for the furnace described in Ref. [22].
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Nomenclature
a
C1, C2

Cg1 , Cg2
CP
D
E
ƒ
F
g
G g1
h
hF
I
i
J

Flux-model absorption coefficient (m-1)
Constants in turbulence model
Constants in combustion model
Specific heat capacity (J kg-1K-1)
Furnace diameter (m)
Black body emissive power, δT4 (W m-2)
Mixture fraction
Radiation flux sum, (I+J)/2 (W m-2)
Square of the fluctuation of concentration
Correlation related to g-equation
Stagnation enthalpy (J kg-1)
Fuel calorific value (J kg-1)
Positive radiation flux in the positive
co-ordinate direction (W m-2)
Air to fuel stoichiometric ratio (kg kg-1)
Positive radiation flux in the negative
co-ordinate direction (W m-2)
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K
k'
m
m°
n
r
Rfu
Sk
SR
T

CFD Modeling Study of High Temperature and ...

Kinetic energy of turbulence per unit mass (m2 s-2)
Constant equals 0.012
Mass fraction
Mass flow rate (kg s-1)
Number of grid nodes
Radial distance from axis of symmetry (m)
Rate of chemical reaction
Correlation related to k-equation
Source or sink of energy per unit volume and
time associated with radiation
Absolute temperature (K)

T

Mean absolute temperature (K)
Fluid mean velocity in the axial and radial
direction respectively (m s-1)
Normal tangential velocity (m s-1)
Velocity (m s-1)
Furnace length (m)
Axial co-ordinate along the furnace

V1, V2
V3
V
W
Z

Greek symbols
Γz , Γr
Equals 1/a and r/ (1+r.a) respectively (m)

ε

Effective viscosity (kg.m-1.s-1)
Density (kg m-3)
Stefan-boltzman constant (W m-2K-4)
Schmidt and prandtl number for any variable φ
Dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy (m2s-3)

ϕ
ψ
ω

Dependent variable
Stream function
Vorticity

µeff
ρ
δ
σϕ

Subscripts
eff

O
F
f
fu
ox
pr
r
st
x
z

Effective (related to combined laminar
and turbulent effects)
Oxidant stream
Fuel stream
Flame
Fuel
Oxidant
Product
Radial direction
Stoichiometric
Grid nodes number indicator
Axial direction
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